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Improperly disposed of 
batteries damage the 

environment, health and 
safety, as well as prevent 

recovery of valuable 
critical minerals. 

Over 90% of consumer 
batteries end up in 

landfill and 
electrification is driving 
increasing need for end 

of life management

The laws governing 
batteries at end of life are 
complex with regulatory 
gaps. This is a barrier to 
battery recycling and 
reuse.



Our Research Project will 
co-design a standardised best practice 
regulatory framework to govern the end 
of life of batteries. With these 
objectives/outcomes:

• Used batteries are a feedstock for 
new products and services 

• Risk based regulation supports a 
variety of business models

• Strengthen safety for everyone 
dealing with end of life batteries

• Easy to understand rules that 
support best practice operations



Ad hoc responses to managing end of life batteries causing confusion, increasing 
regulatory costs and not necessarily delivering objectives

Batteries are not homogenous and regulations focus on chemical content

Diversity

Battery characteristics are constant but rules change as batteries cross borders

Borders providing barriers

No commonly agreed policy objectives

Common direction

Multiple portfolios and multiple jurisdictions

= Planning + Environment + WHS + Emergency Services + Transport + Consumer Protection + 
Insurance/financial services + international treaties + policy priorities such as critical minerals

Many government agencies where decision making needs consistency

Lithium batteries as a commonly used consumer product are relatively new and uptake is growing 
rapidly

➢Lithium is a family of batteries and as with any family the characteristics vary

➢Everyone is still learning and often this is on the hop

New and rapidly evolving field



How can you participate in the project?

1. As a Partner Organisation, you will:

• Provide expertise, based on the ground and/or research experience, into the design of the research project to 

ensure that we are asking and answering the right questions.

• Actively participate in cutting edge research to ensure that the research outcomes meet the needs of stakeholders 

and industry.

• Develop networks with engaged and interested leaders in industry, support services, multiple government agencies 

key and researchers working in Australia, across the Asia-Pacific region and in leading overseas jurisdictions. 

• Shape the future direction of the battery recycling and reuse across Australia, New Zealand, the South Pacific and 

Asia to support safe and sustainable outcomes.

2. As a Member of the Advisory Committee, you will:

• Provide a valuable source of information and advice to the research team to ensure the project outcomes deliver 

the aims of the research. 



Get in touch

Katharine Hole, CEO ABRI: 
secretariat@batteryrecycling.org.au

Ass/Prof Penelope Crossley, Sydney Law School: 
penelope.crossley@sydney.edu.au
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